


Dot Solutions Lab is a leading mobile application development company. We are a team of professional who are dedicated to serve the 
customers and have been functioning in the IT industry since 2011. Dot Solutions Lab specializes in the fields of web development and 
mobile application development. We engage in a massive endeavor of inventing and developing multiple web and mobile applications that 
are suitable for all verticals of the industry.



We design and develop a mobile app, what others don't dare to. We are specialised in delivering Android, iPhone, windows app 
for all types of business verticals. Our experienced professionals give shape to your app. We have served needs of different 
clients across the world boosting their sales massively. We have an inhouse team to design and develop to the quality standard 
of customers demand.

Dot Solutions Lab has proven to bring your mobile app ideas into feature filled reality. The team here at Dot Solutions Lab 
are skilled with experienced on developing a mobile app using the latest technology. Mainly focus on delivering app with 
complete user experience.



You dream it and we build your web application as you expect. We at Dot Solutions Lab work with the systematic approach for 
developing a custom web application. We mainly focus on providing the solution to customer allowing them to grow and 
expand their business. We use the latest technology to develop your app supporting next gen platform.



Hayah app is Best & Faster way to donate or find Blood 
donor in your Area. Hayah is a FREE blood donation 
app available for Android and iOS smaprtphones. 
Hayah searches, notifies and connect thousands of 
blood donors.

Hayah
Blood donation app

A readymade online food ordering and delivery 
system like FoodPanda, Zomato, JustEat, 
Postmates, etc for your online restaurant 
business.

An app to manage your taxi business.  TaxiSystem 
provides complete driver and passenger friendly 
applications along with taxi solution to manage 
drivers, track taxi's position using GPS and manage 
customers at common platform, where admin / super 
admin can have complete control over the business.

Food odering system

DOTAudiobook
Online Audio Book

DOTSend
Bulk Sms Portal

School Bus Tracking
System 

Taxi - Dispatch System
app to manage your taxi business

Online Audio Book Listening
Clone of Audible.com (amazon.com)

DOTSend is a powerful -2 Way SMS & 
MMS Messaging Script for SMS 
Marketers, Bulk SMS resellers and Bulk 
SMS Portals.

App used to update the Students status of 
corresponding  parent. Status like pickup, drop 
and send notification before stop and taking the 
attendance at pickup and drop time.



We have worked with Dot Solutions Lab on 
several occasions; will we work them 
again? absolutely. While our teams are fully 
dedicated on unfinished projects, and our 
clients requests getting bigger, there was 
no other solution than looking for 
outsourcing

would like to recommend Dot Solutions Lab 
team on their patience, seriousness and 
professionalism. I'm glad we chose your 
company to develop our website.

Yazan Shannir, Jordan

Eng. Ali Ahmed Mokhtar, Saudi

Saeed Jaber Al Ghamdi, Saudi



Dot Solutions Lab provides you technical
revolution. We will transform your idea

into reality.



sales@dslab.in

sales.dslab
info@dslab.in
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